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Self-Esteem iii' Self-esteem occurs in conjunction

fn psychology, the termself-esteemis withaperson'sthoughts'behaviors'

I used to describe a person's overall sense feelings and actions'

Iof self-worth or personal value. Self- Levels of Self-Esteem

esteem is often seen as a personality trait As per the range of self-esteem, it can be

especially to a teacher, which means that it .Iurrifi"d into two categories as follows
tends to be stable and enduring. Self-esteem

can involve a variety of beliefs about the i' Low or Poor Self-Esteem' ii' High or

self, such as the appraisal of one's own Healthy Self-Esteem

appearance, beliefs, emotiotts and High ot Healt$ Self-Esteem

behaviors' Healthy self-esteem is based on our ability

Self-Esteern: Origit to assess ourselves accurately and still be

Our self-esteem evolves throughout our accepting of who we are' Being able to

lives as we develop an image of ourselve, acknowledge our strengths and weaknesses

through our experiences with different (we all have them!) and at the same time

people and activities. Experiences during t"togY"., that we are worthy and

childhood play a particularly large role in worthwhile'

the shaping of self-esteem. When we were Childhood ocperiences lead to healthy self-

growing up, our successes, failures, and esteem

how we were treated by our fami! 
The following are the notable healthy and

teachers, coaches, religious authorities, and

peers, alr contributed to the creation "t.; T:'::Trie'ces 
whidr a crrild migtrt have

self_esteem 
ro r,.e crealrurt (, vur 

experienced at early stages of its growth and

developmentwhidr lead to high self-esbem

Components of Self-Esteem i. Being listened to

According to one definition (Braden, 1969)., ii. Being spoken to respectfully
there are three key components of self-

esteem: iii' Getting appropriate attention and

Self-esteem is an essential human

need that is vital for survival and

normal, healthy development.

Self-esteem arises automatically

from within based uPon a Person's

beliefs and consciousness.
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The Victim: This individual acts helpless

and unable to cope with the world and

waits for someone to come to the rescue'

She or he uses self-pity or indifference as a

shield against fear of taking responsibility

for changing his or her life' He looks

repeatedly to others for guidance, which

can lead to such Problems as

unassertiveness, underachievemen! and

excessive reliance on others in

relationshiPs.

Consequences of Low Self-Esteem

Low self-esteem can have devastating

consequences. It can:

. create anxiety, stress, loneliness, and

increased iikelihood of depression

. cause Problems with friendshiPs

and romantic relationshiPs

. seriously impair academic and job

performance

. lead to increased vulnerability to

drug and alcohol abuse

Worst of all, these negative consequences

themselves reinforce the negative self-

image and can take a Person into a

downward spiral of lower and lower self-

esteem and increasingly unproductive or

even actively self-destructive behavior'

TiPs to [mProve Self-Esteem

Change doesn't necessarily happen quickly

or easily, but it can happen' You are not

powerless! Once you have accepted, or are

at least willing to entertain the possibility

that you can change, there are three steps

you can take to begin to improve the way

you feel about Yourself:

SteP L: DisProve the Inner Critic

The first important step in improving self-

esteem is to begin to challenge the negative

9l

Low or Poor Self-Esteem

People with poor self-esteem often rely on

how they are doing in the Present to

determine how they feel about themselves'

They need positive external experiences

(".g., compliments from friends) to
counteract the negative feelings and

thoughts that constantly plague them' Even

then, the good feeling (such as from a good

grade or comPliment) is usuallY

temporarY.

Childhood experiences lead to low self-

esteem

The following are dre notable negative

experiences; a child would have experienced at

early stages of its growth and development

whidr lead to poor or low self-esteem

. Being harshlY criticized

. Being phYsicallY, sexuallY' or

emotionallY abused

. Being ignored, ridiculed, or teased

Thrce Faces of Low Self-Esteem

Low self-esteem is not always easy to

recognize. Here are ttrree common faces

that low self-esteem may wear:

The lmposter: Acts huppy and successful'

but is really terrified of failure' Lives with

the constant fear that she or he will be

found out. This Person needs continuous

successes to maintain the mask of positive

self-esteem, which may lead to problems

with perfectionism, competition, and burn-

out.

The Rebel: Acts like the opinions or good

will of others - especially people who are

important or powerful-don't matter' He

lives with constant anger about not feeling

good enough.

,:'
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Step 3: Practice Self-ComPassion

Rebutting your critical inner voice is an

important first step, but it is not enough'

Practicing self-compassion means treating

yourself with the same empathy you would

show others. If a friend were having a hard

time, you'd be likely to be extra caring and

supportive. You deserve the sarne

treatment! Rather than focusing on

evaluating yourself, instead you can

acknowledge when things are difficult and

try to nurture and care for yourself in these

times especially. For examPle:

. Forgioe yourself when you don't do all
you'd hoPed.Try to be gentle with

yourself rather than critical of yourself

when things don't go as you had hoped'

This can be surprisingly hard if you are

not used to doing it, but recognizing

that such experiences are inevitable can

help.

. Recognize your humanness. As humans

we all make mistakes and we are all

impacted by external factors that we

can't control. AccePting our

"humanness" helPs us to feel more

connected to others rather than feeling

we are enduring these tyPes of

experiences all alone. Recognizing that

mistakes are an inevitable part of being

human helPs us to be more

compassionate with ourselves and

others.

. Be mindful of your emotions.If you do

feel upset about a situatioru try to allow

yourself to experience that emotion in a

balanced way, without suppressing it or

getting comPletelY swePt uP in the

feeling. When practicing mindfulness,

try not to judge yourself for having

negative emotions. If you can remember

that emotions come and 8o and

92

messages of the critical inner voice. Here

are some typical examples of the inner critic

and some strategies to retiut that critical

voice.

. ltnfairly harsh inner critic; "People said

they liked my presentation, but it was

nowhere near as good as it should have

been. I can't believe no-one noticed all

the places I messed uP. I'm such an

imposter." Acknowledge strengths:

"Wow, they reallY tiked itl MaYbe it
wasn't perfect, but I worked hard on

that presentation and did a good job.

I'm proud of mYself."

. An inner aoice that generalizes

unrealistically: "I got an F on the test' I

don't understand anything in this class.

I'm such an idiot. Who am I fooling? I

shouldn't be taking this class. I'm

stupid, and I don't belong in college." Be

specific: "I did poorly on this test, but

I've done O.K. on all the homework.

There are some things here that I don't

understand as well as I thought I did,

but now I have a better idea of how to

prepare and what I need to work on'

I've done fine in other tough classes; I'm

confident I can do this."

. An inner c-ritic that makes illogic

leaps:"He's frowning. He didn't saY

anything, but I know it means that he

doesn't like me!"' Challenge illogic:

"O.K., he's frowning, but I don't know

why. It could have nothing to do with

me. Maybe I should ask."

. An inner aoice that catastrophists: "She

turned me down for a datel I'm so

embarrassed and humiliated. No one

likes or cares about me. I'11 never find a

girlfriend. I'll always be alone-" Be

objective: "Ouch! That hurt. Ok, she

doesn't want to go out with me.
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eventually Pass' it will help you to not

i".o*" overwhelmed by your feelings'

SteP 4: GetHelP ftomOthers

Getting help from others is often the most

imPortant steP a Person tutt, tt: to
'r^^Orot" 

his or her seif-esteem' but it can

;;;" the most difficult' People with low

;"t;-;"* often don't ask for help because

*", 1""t they don't deserve it' but other

people can help to challenge the critical

messages that come from negative past

experiences' Flere are sorne ways to reach

out to others:

. Ask fot suPPott f'om. ft',::O-t'O"U

friend's to tell you what they-Iike about

you or think you do well' Ask sorneone

*ho tu'"' about you to just listen to you

vent for a little while without trying to

fix things' Ask for a hug' Ask someone

who loves you to remind you that they

do'

resPonses' You can begin to interfere

with these automatic ovetreactions by

using relaxation and stress management

i"ffio""t' These techniques are

;;ctj at self-soothing the arousal'

This allows us to interruPt the

ort "r*i'" 
inevitable automatic reaction

"^J rr, 
into PlaY a way to begin to flce

the unacknowledged' fears at the root of

low self-esteem'

. Choose response'Hold self-defeating

imPulses' Act in a self-caring and

"ff".,i'" 
way' By choosing to act in a

*o." f"tttional way' we take a steP

toward facing our fears'

. Deaelop skills'We can provide for our

own safety, engender ho-Pe' tolerate

confusion' and raise self-esteem by

learning and using these essential life

skills'
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